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an imperial
fighter!

he’s heading
for that small
moon!

a fighter that
size couldn’t get this
deep into space on its own.

we’re caught
in a tractor beam!
there’s nothin’ i
can do about it!

that’s no moon.
turn the ship around.

you can’t win.
but there are
alternatives to
fighting.

!

hey
down there,
could you give
us a hand?

PEW

?

what is it?

PEW
the
princess?
she’s here?
where?

princess
leia.

forward bay,
command office.

FSHHHH

detention
block aa-23. i’m afraid
she’s scheduled to
be terminated.

oh no!
we’ve gotta do
something!

what are you
talking about? i’m not
going anywhere.

PEW
HROOOO!

she’s rich, powerful!
listen, if you were
to rescue her,
the reward
would be…

but they’re
going to kill her!

better
her than
me.

what?

well, more
wealth than you
can imagine!

I don’t
know, I can
imagine
quite
a bit.

death star. detention
security area.
this is
not gonna
work.

where are
you taking this…
thing?

why didn’t
you say so
before?

we gotta
find out which
cell this princess
of yours is in.
here it is…
cell 2187!

prisoner
transfer from
cellblock
1138.

i did say
so before!

i wasn’t
notified. i’ll have
to clear it.
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i’m luke
skywalker, i’m
here to rescue
you!
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HROOOO!

PEW
PEW

PEW

PEW

H

PEW

can’t get
out that way!

looks like
you managed to
cut off our only
escape route.

PEW

maybe you’d like
it back in your
cell, your
highness.

PEW
PEW

“get in there, luke!”
this is some
rescue.

oh! the garbage
chute was a really
wonderful idea. what
an incredible smell
you’ve discovered!

what are
you doing?
somebody
has to save our
skins.
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it could
be worse.

PEW
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into the
garbage chute,
flyboy!

PEW
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HRROO!
it’s worse.

PEW
wonderful girl!
either i’m gonna kill
her or i’m beginning
to like her!

the
walls are
moving!

try and
brace it with
something!

threepio!
come in, threepio!
threepio!

threepio!

threepio! shut down all
the garbage mashers
on the detention
level!

KRRR

shut down
all the garbage
mashers on the
detention
level!

shut
them all
down!
hurry!

ahahaha!
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Chewbacca is a legendary
Wookiee warrior and
the loyal copilot of
the Millennium Falcon,
one of the fastest ships
in the galaxy.
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Chewbacca

are
you there,
sir?
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Want to get the
whole story?

listen
to them! they’re
dying, artoo! curse
my metal body,
i wasn’t fast
enough!

Read the Star Wars:
threepio!
we’re all right!
you did great!
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